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20 years of 

Hip hip hooray! 

B O A R D  B O O K S

Little Charlie 

 soon also in 

the cinemasNew
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Rotraut Susanne Berner 

born in Stuttgart in 1948, Berner studied graphic 

design in Munich before working in publicity for the 

publishing sector. Since 1977 she has worked as a 

freelance book designer, illustrator and author. She 

has received numerous awards for her work, inclu-

ding the German Children’s Literature Award and 

the Special Award for lifetime achievement of the 

Association for Children’s and Youth Literature and 

the Hans Christian Andersen Prize. Little Charlie 

series already consists of 14 volumes, three games 

and a hand puppet. rsbuecher.blogspot.com

Sales 

Croatia (Planet Zoe), Czech Republic (Paseka),  

Catalonia (Flamboyant), France (La Joie de Lire),  

Russia (Melik-Pashaev), Spain (Flamboyant) 

ROTRAUT SUSANNE BERNER
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• A search-and-find book  

  for all Little Charlie fans

• Have fun searching and discovering

• Over 500.000 Little Charlie books 

  sold in Germany

At last! A children’s search-and-find book  

with Little Charlie – including a game  

of ›where is the baby chick?‹  

Now children can dive into Little Charlie’s 

world of puzzles, get to know where he lives 

and all his friends, as well as helping him find 

the baby chick. And there is so much more 

waiting to be discovered on every page – 

squirrels, bugs, storks and many other crea-

tures. We set off from Little Charlie’s bedroom 

where his cuddly toys are tucked up in a 

handcart. But where is the baby chick? In the 

meadow? In the city? In the park? Or in the 

woods? Together with his cousin Kathy, Monika 

and tracker dog Bello, Ole on his scooter and 

Friedrich & Wilhelm on their skateboards, 

looking for baby chicks is so much fun. Until 

everyone arrives at Grandma’s house  

and there’s a surprise waiting.

Rotraut  

Susanne Berner 

Karlchen und  

der Kapuzen-Klub

Ein Such- und Wimmelbuch 

Little Charlie and  

the Hoodie Club

A search-and-find  

picture book

Colour illustrated

Approx. 20 pages

Cardboard picture book 

with rounded corners

Format: 20 x 24,3 cm

From age 2

September 2021

B O A R D  B O O K S

Find the baby chick hidden in Little Charlie’s world!
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Katja Reider 

who was born in 1960, worked in a PR agency and 

as a press spokeswoman before she discovered 

writing. Her bestselling series Rosalie and Trüffel 

has been translated into over 20 languages. She 

lives with her family in Hamburg. katjareider.de

Henrike Wilson 

who was born in Cologne in 1961, studied graphic 

design and painting. Today she is a freelance  

illustrator based in Berlin. She illustrated the 

picture books Kleiner Weihnachtsmann, Kleine 

Schusselhexe and Schaf Charlotte, which was  

named one of the best-illustrated books by the 

New York Times. In 2020, the character of Piglet 

was first introduced in The Little No Piggo. 

Katja Reider 

Henrike Wilson

Ab in die Wanne, Ferkel! 

There’s No Place Like 

Foam, Piggy! 

Colour illustrated 

throughout. 20 pages

Cardboard picture book

with rounded corners

Format: 17 x 17 cm

From age 2 

July 2021

• A charming look at the topic  

  of hygiene and washing

• Launch of a new cardboard  

  picture book series

• Witty rhymes and imaginative illustrations

Here comes Piggy – now in  

a new board book series!  

What is Piggy’s favourite thing? A day of 

games and bathtime with Papa, of course! 

He gets lovely and dirty digging in the play-

ground, whizzes down the muddy slide in the 

rain and can jump into every puddle. A day like 

this with Papa is great! Now Piggy is soaking 

wet and Papa insists that he showers off. But 

why do piglets need to be clean? Piggy would 

prefer to play hide-and-seek! But Papa doesn't 

even come looking for him. Instead, he sits 

singing in the tub with a watering can and 

bobbing boats. Will Piggy soap his ears? Of 

course! Bathtime with Papa is great fun!
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Sales  

All rights available

KATJA REIDER •  HENRIKE WILSON

Everyone needs a day                       of games and  
                                                          bathtime with Papa!
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Kathrin Schärer 

born in 1969, has illustrated numerous children’s 

books for which she has been nominated for the 

Hans Christian Andersen Prize and the Astrid 

Lindgren Memorial Award, among others. Her  

picture book Johanna im Zug was nominated for 

the German Youth Literature Prize in 2010. For 

Hanser, she has illustrated Es war einmal ein Igel 

(2011) and Das Herz der Puppe (2012) by Rafik 

Schami, Die Nacht des Kometen (2015) by Franz 

Hohler, and Rudyard Kipling’s The Butterfly That 

Stamped Its Foot (2016). This was followed in 2018 

by the children’s book Am liebsten aß der Hamster 

Hugo Spaghetti mit Tomatensugo by Franz Hohler. 

She lives in Basel. kathrinschaerer.ch

Sales 

Denmark (Turbine), Italy (Il Castoro), Netherlands  

(Gottmer), Spain (Lóguez) 

KATHRIN SCHÄRER
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• Strong feelings and situations which  

  both children and adults can relate to

• Shows children a lot about themselves,  

  what moves them and what is right 

• 30 emotions – 30 images

• For young hotheads,   

  hardheads and daredevils

Every child knows feelings of fear,  

joy, anger and sadness. Kathrin  

Schärer gives a face to 30 emotions  

in expressive animal pictures: 

A meerkat stands resolutely on a diving 

board: he is courageous. An ermine jiggles 

nervously from one foot to the other in the 

queue: she is impatient. Two piglets stare 

at the ghost with their eyes open and their 

mouths open – they are terrified. A little bear 

shyly hides behind his mother. In an offended 

pose, a chameleon crosses its arms. Angrily 

the rabbit stomps his paw. – A treasure chest 

of emotions, in which even the smallest  

readers can discover and recognise,  

name and distinguish feelings.

Kathrin Schärer

Da sein 

Was fühlst du? 

Being There

What are you feeling?

Color illustrations  

throughout

64 pages. Stiff soft 

cover with rounded 

corners

Format: 21 x 27,7 cm

From age 3

January 2021

P I C T U R E  B O O K S

Happy, brave    or anxious? How do you feel?

feeling connected 

 to be well hidden

      feeling comforted  

feeling contented

30.000  

copies  

sold
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Ole Könnecke 

born in Göttingen in 1961, grew up in Sweden and 

lives in Hamburg. Since 1990, he has designed 

over 30 books, for which he has received several 

national and international awards. Hanser has 

published the illustrated children’s book Wie Ich 

Papa die Angst vor Fremden nahm (text: Rafik 

Schami), six picture books about Anton, as well  

as Das große Buch der Bilder und Wörter (2010), 

Das große Bilderbuch der ganzen Welt (2014), 

Elvis und der Mann mit dem roten Mantel (2016), 

Sport ist herrlich (2017) and Desperado (2019).

Sales  

France (L’École des loisirs), Italy (Beisler Editore), 

UK/US/NZ (Gecko Press) 

OLE KÖNNECKE
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• A strong girl, fearless, courageous  

  and resourceful

• For all Rebel Girls

• Masterfully illustrated by Ole Könnecke

The magic forest is dangerous  

and forbidden to enter. 

Dulcinea has known this ever since she was 

a young girl. But her father has gone there to 

pick blueberries for her birthday pancakes. 

Could the witch have cast a spell on him? 

When he fails to return Dulcinea does not 

hesitate a moment to go and look for him. 

Resolutely, she pushes her way through the 

thorny undergrowth of the forest. Undaunted, 

she crosses the moat full of monsters.  

Bravely, she scales the ivy-covered castle 

wall all the way up to the witches’ tower. 

Can she even steal the witch’s secret book 

of spells? After all, her father would not 

have named her after brave Dulcinea if she 

couldn’t break the witch’s curse to celebrate 

her birthday with him in the evening. 

Ole Könnecke

Dulcinea im Zauberwald  

Ein Märchen 

Dulcinea in the Magic  

Forest. A Fairy Tale

64 pages 

Hardcover

Format: 17 x 21 cm

From age 4 

April 2021

12

Who’s afraid of witches? Not DULCINEA
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Silke Schlichtmann

who was born in 1967, grew up on a fruit farm in 

the Altes Land, Germany. Nowadays she lives with 

her family in Munich. In 2018 she was nominated 

for the German Children’s Literature Award for 

Bluma and the secret of  the Rubber Snake. 

silkeschlichtmann.de and on Facebook

Maja Bohn 

who was born in Rostock in 1968, used to be a 

bookseller and worked in the publishing industry 

before studying communication design. She is a 

freelance illustrator and author and has illustrated 

all of the Mattis books. majabohn.de

Sales  

All rights available

SILKE SCHLICHTMANN • MAJA BOHN
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• Enjoy school with imagination,  

  wit and self-confidence!

• In first readers’ font

What are you supposed to do if your  

teacher never laughs, is always in  

a bad mood and has a phobia of spiders?  

The answer is easy for brainy Mattis – just 

get the teacher in a good mood for a change! 

All it will take is all of his pocket money, nice 

flowers, yummy kebabs, lots and lots and 

lots of spiders, the Internet and a perfect 

plan. And then he’s all set – because if the 

teacher’s happy, everyone’s happy. It’s only 

a pity that Mr Storm sees things differently 

and another warning letter lands on the 

Hansen family doormat. Then Mattis has to 

set the record straight again – much to the 

delight of his fans, both big and small,  

who will laugh warmly at Mattis’ good  

intentions in this new book from the series. 

Silke Schlichtmann

Maja Bohn

Mattis – Der spinnt,  

der Lehrer Storm

Mattis and the Spiders  

(volume 4)

Colour illustrations 

throughout

Coloured endpaper

72 pages

Hardcover

From age 7

July 2021

14

School is fun with 

C H I L D R E N ' S  F I C T I O N
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Jutta Richter 

was born in 1955, received the German Children’s 

Literature Award for Der Tag, als ich lernte, die 

Spinnen zu zähmen (Hanser, 2000) and the 

Catholic Children’s and Young Adult’s Book 

Prize for Hechtsommer (Hanser, 2004). Hanser 

most recently published Frau Wolle und der Duft 

von Schokolade (2018) and Frau Wolle und das 

Geheimnis der chinesischen Papierschirmchen 

(2019). Jutta Richter lives in Münsterland. jutta-

richter.de. On Facebook, Instagram: @postrichter

Günter Mattei

born in Austria in 1947, studied graphic design and 

works as a freelance graphic artist, book designer 

and illustrator in Munich. 

Sales  

Italy (Beisler Editore), Spain (Lóguez), Russia  

(Rosman)

JUTTA RICHTER •  GÜNTER MATTEI
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The siblings Merle and Moritz  

miss their father very much.  

It’s been almost a year since he left with 

his travelling bag in his hand. But he didn’t 

take his hat with him – his hat of all things, 

which is supposed to protect him! But Merle 

and Moritz are very sure that their father is 

coming back. And he will believe them when 

they tell him what they’ve experienced and 

that Miss Cloudsy has disappeared without  

a trace. Into the eerie night-time realm  

of Murkelania that begins on the other side 

of the door. Where the bug army is up to 

its mischief and the white treacherous cat 

smiles slyly. Where the hallways are red and 

blue and there’s a talking orphaned fox. Yes, 

with their father by their side, they’ll venture 

once more into Murkelania and finally  

solve the mystery of Miss Cloudsy!

16

»Jutta Richter has surpassed herself 

with Miss Cloudsy.« Süddeutsche Zeitung

• A modern take on Mary Poppins

• The exciting finale of the  

   Miss Cloudsy-Trilogy

• »An absolute pleasure  

  to read aloud.« Hans ten Doornkaat, NZZ

Jutta Richter

Günter Mattei 

Frau Wolle und die  

Welt hinter der Welt 

Miss Cloudsy and the 

World Behind the World

208 pages
From age 9
October 2020
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Silke Wolfrum

who was born in 1973, studied Romance and  

German Studies in Bamberg, Munich and Paris.  

As well as writing for Bayerischer Rundfunk she 

is the author of short stories, radio plays and 

children’s comedies. She lives in Munich.

Nele Palmtag 

who was born in 1973, studied design, fashion 

and illustration at the University of the Arts in 

Bremen as well as illustration at the HW Ham-

burg. Since 2009 she has worked as a freelance 

illustrator. She lives with her two children and 

husband in Hamburg. nelepalmtag.de

Sales  

All rights available
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• About whacky lies and the courage 

  to tell the truth

• 24 short chapters, perfect for  

  reading aloud to children or  

  for them to read alone

This is the worst First Advent Sunday  

that Finja has ever had!  

No Advent wreath and no biscuits, except 

for the stupid fortune cookies that have been 

lying around since Dad took on his new job. 

He is supposed to come up with the sayings 

that go inside them, but he’s had writer’s 

block for days. And he can’t get anything 

done now that Mum’s recovering after her 

surgery. They don’t even have an advent  

calendar! So Finja has to pretend she’s 

received the best presents, so she doesn’t 

look stupid in front of her classmates. They’ll 

want to see some proof at some point though! 

How will she get out of this? A zany Christmas 

story full of lovable characters, delightfully and 

quirkily illustrated by Nele Palmtag.

Silke Wolfrum

Nele Palmtag

Glückskekse im Advent

Eine Geschichte  

in 24 Kapiteln

Fortune cookies  

for Advent

A story in 24 chapters

Colour illustrations  

throughout

Colour printed endpaper

152 pages 

Hardcover

From age 6

October 2021

18

SILKE WOLFRUM •  NELE PALMTAGA slightly different Advent story for the whole family
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Dita Zipfel 

born in 1981, lives with her family in Berlin. Among 

other things, she has sold fries on the island Sylt 

and milked cows in Mallorca, before becoming a 

teacher in North Frisia. Today, she writes picture 

books, plays, and screenplays. For her YA debut 

Wie der Wahnsinn mir die Welt erklärte, she 

received the Hamburg Advancement Award for 

Literature. ditazipfel.de

Rán Flygenring 

born in 1987, has studied in Reykjavik, Oslo, 

and Berlin and holds a degree from the Iceland 

Academy of the Arts. She works as a freelance 

illustrator. For Hanser she has illustrated all books 

by Finn-Ole Heinrich. ranflygenring.com

Sales  

Iceland (Angústúra), Sweden (Lilla Piratförlaget),

Estonia (Päike ja Pilv Publishing), Croatia  

(Naklada Ljevak), Slovenia (Mladinska knjiga)
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• Dita Zipfel: A new, bubbly and  

  bold voice in YA fiction

• A wonderfully fearless heroine

• Full of quirky ideas

• About the courage it takes  

  to be different

Lucie believes has cracked the jackpot, 

when she discovers a posting for an  

extremely overpaid job as a dogwalker. 

As it turns out, the dog has long passed 

away and the posting seems like the scam  

of a crazy old man who is actually looking  

for a ghostwriter for his weird cookbook.  

Of course, Lucie doesn’t believe him when 

he talks about top-secret ingredients such as 

dragon hearts (which look an awful much like 

tomatoes) and werewolf saliva (which very 

much resembles ordinary honey). Still, she 

concocts one or two of his recipes – the love 

potion for example. It’s not like she’s really 

into Marvin – like everybody else –  

but there’s no harm in trying, right?

Dita Zipfel

Rán Flygenring

Wie der Wahnsinn  

mir die Welt erklärte

How Madness Explained 

the World to Me

Color illustrations  

throughout

Color-printed endpaper

194 pages 

Hardcover

From age 12

August 2019

20

GERMAN CHILDREN'S LITERATURE AWARD 2020

DITA Z IPFEL •  RÁN FLYGENRING
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Annette Pehnt

born in 1967, lives with her family in Freiburg. 

She has received numerous literary awards. 

Since 2018, she has been the director of the  

Literature Institute of the University of Hildes-

heim. Book Rebels was written in collaboration 

with 32 students. annette-pehnt.de

Felicitas Horstschäfer 

born in 1983, works as a cover, illustration and 

book concept designer in Berlin. Young Rebels 

– 25 Young People who Changed the World was 

her first illustrated book for Hanser in 2020.

felicitas-horstschaefer.de

Sales  

All rights available
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• 75 literary role models

• From the ancient classics  

  to current bestsellers

• The perfect gift for all book lovers

These female literary  

characters are true rebels.  

They’re strong, courageous and doing it their 

way. They own up to their weaknesses, fight 

setbacks and overcome defeat. Their stories 

have already been written. And now they are 

presented together in unique portraits: from 

Iphigenia to Alice, Heidi and Pippi to Katniss 

and Starr, this book brings together 75 extra-

ordinary girls and women from different eras 

and cultures. An inspiring read, full of disco-

veries and a pleasure to browse, with striking 

illustrations by Felicitas Horstschäfer.

Annette Pehnt

Felicitas Horstschäfer

Book Rebels

75 Heldinnen  

aus der Literatur

Book Rebels

75 literary heroines

Colour illustrations  

throughout 

Coloured endpaper

192 pages  

Hardcover

From age 11

October 2021

22

ANNETTE PEHNT (ED.) • FELICITAS HORSTSCHÄFERLooking for books featuring strong girls  

and women? Look no further!
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Benjamin Knödler

born in 1991, studied philosophy and social scien-

ces at Humboldt University in Berlin. He works as  

a freelance journalist and is the online and commu-

nity editor for the weekly newspaper Der Freitag.

Christine Knödler

born in 1967, is a freelance journalist, critic and 

moderator and lives in Munich. She writes and edits 

for publishers, newspapers, magazines and the radio 

broadcaster Deutschlandfunk. 

Felicitas Horstschäfer

born in 1983. Since she gained her diploma from 

FH Münster she has worked as a freelance graphic 

designer based in Berlin, specialising in book-

cover design, illustration and book concepts. 

Sales  

Spain (RBA Libros), Turkey (Peta Kitap)

Taiwan (Goetz Books)

BENJAMIN KNÖDLER • CHRISTINE KNÖDLER
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• 25 portraits of dedicated children  

  and teenagers from all over the world

• Galvanises you to become active  

   yourself

• For the Rebel Girls generation

• Big social media campaign

They are fighting for the environment,  

minorities and equality, and are actively  

involved against the gun lobby, discrimination 

and corruption. 25 young people  

fighting for a better world.

Greta Thunberg is just sixteen when she 

sparks off the global climate protests with her 

school strike. Fourteen-year-old Netiwit Choti-

phatphaisal founds a newspaper to campaign 

for democracy, freedom of speech and edu-

cational reform in Thailand. Malala Yousafzai 

writes a blog about the oppression of women 

in Pakistan when she is eleven years old. And 

in the fourth grade at school, Felix Finkbeiner 

comes up with the idea that children in every 

country on Earth should plant a million trees. 

Young people all over the world are demons-

trating their social commitment and bringing 

about fundamental change. Their pioneering 

spirit is an inspiration to us all.

Christine Knödler

Benjamin Knödler

Felicitas Horstschäfer

Young Rebels  

25 Jugendliche, die  

die Welt verändern! 

Young Rebels  

25 Young People Who  

Are Changing the World

Color illustrations  

throughout

160 pages

From age 10

April 2020

24

The environment, discrimination, education –  
young people fight for a better world

CLIMATE CHANGE   DEMOCRACY  FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

ETHICS  DISCRIMINATION  CLIMATE CHANGE 

CONSERVATION ENVIRONMENT   GUN LOBBY

EDUCATION  DEMOCRACY  EQUALITY  ETHICS

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

ETHICS  DISCRIMINATION  CLIMATE CHANGE

CLIMATE CHANGE   DEMOCRACY  FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

DISCRIMINATION  CLIMATE CHANGE CONSER -

VATION ENVIRONMENT   GUN LOBBY  ETHICS

CLIMATE CHANGE   DEMOCRACY  FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

CONSERVATION ENVIRONMENT   GUN LOBBY

EDUCATION   DEMOCRACY  EQUALITY  ETHICS

CLIMATE CHANGE   DEMOCRACY  FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

ETHICS   D ISCRIMINATION  CLIMATE CHANGE
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China (mainland)

Italy

Japan

Korea

Russia 

Spain, Portugal  

and Latin America

Hercules Business & Culture GmbH, Niederdorfelden

Hongjun Cai, cai@hercules-book.de

phone: +49-6101-407921, fax: +49-6101-407922

Anna Becchi, Genova

Anna Becchi, anna.becchi@libero.it

phone: +39-010-2512186

Meike Marx Literary Agency, Hokkaido

Meike Marx, meike.marx@gol.com

phone: +81-164-25 1466, fax: +81-164-26 38 44

MOMO Agency, Seoul

Geenie Han, geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr

phone: +82-2-337-8606, fax: +82-2-337-8702

Maria Schliesser, Literaturagentur Berlin 

Maria Schliesser, schliesser.maria@gmail.com

Ute Körner Literary Agent, S.L., Barcelona 

Sandra Rodericks, sandra.rodericks@uklitag.com

phone: +34-93-3238970

C O N TA C T

Hanser Kinderbuch  

Anne Brans
phone: +49-89-99830-519
fax: +49-89-99830-460
e-mail: anne.brans@hanser.de 

Vilshofenerstraße 10
81679 München
Germany 

Worldwide
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